
QUESTIONS ABOUT 
QUESTIONS: AN 

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
OF INFORMATION 

NEEDS ON TWITTER 
 



◼ We take the initiative to extract and analyze information needs from 
billions of online conversations collected from Twitter. 

◼ We can accurately detect real questions in tweets 
◼ We then present a comprehensive analysis of the large-scale collection of 

information needs we extracted. 

ABSTRACT 



◼ 13% of a random sample of tweets were questions.

1. Broadcasting
2. Targeting the question to particular friends. 

◼ Information needs through social platforms present a higher coverage of 
topics related to human interest, entertainment, and technology, compared to 
search engine queries. 

INTRODUCTION 





◼ We present the first very large scale and longitudinal study of information 
needs in Twitter.

◼ We prove that information needs detected on Twitter have a considerable 
power of predicting the trends of search engine queries. 

◼ Through the in-depth analysis of various types of time series, we find many 
interesting patterns related to the entropy of language and bursts of 
information needs. 

CONTRIBUTION



◼ The collection covers a period of 358 days, from July 10th, 2011 to June 31st 
2012. 

◼ 4,580,153,001 tweets

◼ We focus on tweets that contain at least one question mark. 
◼ 81.5% of information needs asked through social platforms

were explicitly phrased as questions and included a question mark.
◼ In our collection of tweets, 10.45% of tweets contain explicit

appearance of question mark(s). 

EXPERIMENT SETUP 



◼ A text classification problem. 

1. Give a formal definition of this problem and generate a set of labeled 
tweets as training/testing examples.

2. Introduce a classifier trained with these examples, using the state-of-the-art 
machine learning algorithms and a comprehensive collection of features. 

DETECTING INFORMATION NEEDS 



◼ “real questions” :
◼ A tweet conveys an information need, or is a real question, if it expects an 

informational answer from either the general audience or particular recipients. 

1. it requests for a piece of factual knowledge, or a confirmation of a piece of 
factual knowledge 

2. it requests for an opinion, idea, preference, recommendation, or personal 
plan of the recipient(s), as well as a confirmation of such information. 

DEFINITION AND RUBRICS 



◼ two human annotators 
◼ sampled 5,000 tweets 
◼ 3,119 tweets are labeled as real tweets 
◼ 1,595 are labeled as conveying an information need and 1,524 are labeled not 

conveying an information need 

◼ The inter-rater reliability measured by Cohen’s kappa score is 0.8350 

HUMAN ANNOTATION 



◼Feature Extraction 
◼ Lexical features / the semantic knowledge base WordNet / syntactical features 

◼ four different types of feature from each tweet:
➢ lexical ngrams, synonyms and hypernyms of words(obtained from the WordNet), 

ngrams of the part-of-speech (POS) tags, and light metadata and statistical features 
such as the length of the tweet and coverage of vocabulary,etc.. 

TEXT CLASSIFICATION 



◼ Lexical Features 
◼ We included unigrams, bigrams, as well as trigrams. 

◼ For example tweets beginning with the 5Ws(who, when, what, where, and 
why) are more likely to be real questions.

 
◼ 44,121lexicalfeatures. 

TEXT CLASSIFICATION 



◼ WordNet Features
 
◼ synonyms 
◼ hypernyms 

◼ By doing this, our algorithm can also handle words that haven’t been seen in 
the training data.

◼ 23,277 WordNet features are extracted 

TEXT CLASSIFICATION 



◼ Part-of-Speech Features 
◼ Capture light syntactic information. 

1. given a tweet with n words, w 1 ;w 2 ; … ;w n , we extract grams from the 
part-of-speech sequence of the tweet, is t 1 ;t 2 ;…;t n ,

2. Extract unigrams, bigrams and trigrams from this part-
of-speech sequence as additional features of the tweet. 

◼ 3,902 POS features are extracted in total 

TEXT CLASSIFICATION 



◼ Meta Features 
◼ 6 meta data features and simple statistical features of the tweet 
◼ such as the length of the tweets, the number of words, the coverage of 

vocabulary, the number of capitalized words, whether or not the tweet 
contains a URL, and whether or not it mentions other users.

 

TEXT CLASSIFICATION 



◼Feature Selection 
◼ Reduce the dimensionality of the data 

◼ Bi-Normal Separation 

◼ tpr = tp= ( tp + fn ) 
◼ fpr = fp= ( fp + tn ) 

◼ F is the Normal cumulative distribution function 

TEXT CLASSIFICATION 



1. train four independent classifiers using the Support Vector Machine
2. combine the four classifiers that represent four types of features into one 

stronger classier using boosting, Adaptive Boosting

◼ Adaboost is an effective algorithm that trains a strong classifier based on 
several groups of weak classifiers.

◼ AdaBoost方法是一种迭代算法，在每一轮中加入一个新的弱分类器，直到
达到某个预定的足够小的错误率。每一个训练样本都被赋予一个权重，表
明它被某个分类器选入训练集的概率。如果某个样本点已经被准确地分
类，那么在构造下一个训练集中，它被选中的概率就被降低；相反，如果
某个样本点没有被准确地分类，那么它的权重就得到提高。

TRAINING CLASSIFIER



◼ After several iterations, when the combination of weak classifiers starts to 
achieve a higher performance, the diversity inside the combination is getting 
lower.

◼ add a parameter to control for the diversity of the weak learners in each 
iteration.

◼ The diversity that a new classifier could add in iteration t is defined as 
follows:

TRAINING CLASSIFIER



◼ The diversity of a classier represents how much new information it could 
provide to a group of classifiers that have already been trained in Adaboost.



EVALUATION OF THE CLASSIFIER



EVALUATION OF THE CLASSIFIER



◼ The accuracy of the classifier improved from 85.6% to 86.6%
◼ The small margin suggests that the lexical features are strong enough in 

detecting information needs, while other types of features add little to the 
success.

EVALUATION OF THE CLASSIFIER



◼ 136,841,672 tweets conveying information need between July 10th 2011 to 
June 31st 2012.

◼ This is roughly a proportion of 3% of all tweets, and 28.6% of tweets with 
question marks.

ANALYZING INFORMATION NEEDS



◼ first 5 months
◼ we normalize the time series so that the two curves are easier to be aligned on 

the plot

GENERAL TREND



GENERAL TREND



◼ what people ask.

KEYWORDS



KEYWORDS



◼ we adopt a straightforward solution to detect similar burst events in the time 
series of information needs and the background.

BURSTINESS



ENTROPY





PREDICTIVE POWER





◼ we present the first large-scale analysis of information needs, or questions, in 
Twitter.

◼ We proposed an automatic classification algorithm that distinguishes real 
questions from tweets with question marks

◼ We then present a comprehensive analysis of the large-scale collection of 
information needs we extracted.

CONCLUSION



ON PARTICIPATIONIN 
GROUP CHATS ON 

TWITTER 



◼ To predict whether a user that attended her first session in a particular Twitter 
chat group will return to the group, we build 5F Model that captures five 
different factors: individual initiative, group characteristics, perceived 
receptivity, linguistic affinity, and geographical proximity . 

ABSTRACT 



◼ The research question we investigate is what factors en-
sure continued individual participation in a Twitter chat. 



◼ Individual Initiative 
1. usertweetcount denotes the number of tweets the user contributes to the 

session. 
2. userurl denotes the number of urls the user contributes to the chat session. 
3. usermentions is the total number of times the user mentions another (by 

using @). 
4. userretweets is the number of retweets by the newcomer user and captures 

the amount of information she found to be worth sharing with her 
followers.

5F MODEL 



◼ Group Characteristics

5F MODEL 



◼ Perceived Receptivity

5F MODEL 



◼ Linguistic Affinity

◼ We make use of Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) to compare 
linguistic markers between a user and a group.

◼ LIWC is a text analysis software that calculates the degree to which people 
use different categories of words across a wide array of texts

◼ We consider the set of tweets a user ui shares in her first session as a text 
document and compute the value of each linguistic marker to obtain her 
LIWC-vector for that particular session.

5F MODEL 



◼ the distance d (in meters) between two users ui and uj

GEOGRAPHIC PROXIMITY



◼ Group Chats Studied
◼ June 2010-July 2012.
◼ By identifying the hours of high activity，we capture the sessions for each 

chat

DATA SET





◼ Distribution of the number of users in and outside chat sessions:

SALIENT STATISTICS



◼ Distribution of the number of distinct chats users
◼ participate in:

SALIENT STATISTICS



◼ Degree distribution of education chat users:

SALIENT STATISTICS



◼ Geographical distribution of education chat users

SALIENT STATISTICS



STATISTICAL ANALYSIS



◼ an online survey of 26 questions

USER SURVEY



◼ Usage, Advantages and Disadvantages

USER SURVEY



USER SURVEY



◼ We developed 5F Model that predicts whether a person attending her first 
chat session in a particular Twitter chat group will return to the group.

◼ We performed statistical data analysis for thirty educational Twitter chats 
involving 71411 users and 730944 tweets over a period of two years.

◼ We also complemented the results of statistical analysis with a survey study.

CONCLUSIONS


